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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let ( O , M ,  p) be a complete probability space and F= {%}:=' be a 
sequence of sub-cr-fields of M. Alonso and Brambila-Paz [ll recently gave a 
necessary and sufficient condition in order that the sequence {E[ f I %I}:= 
converges in LP for every f E L P .  Following the notation in [l], we write x 5 9 if, for every A E 27, there exists a sequence {A,}:=, of sets such 
that A ,  E %  for each n 2 1 and lAn +. 1, in L' (or equivalently in 
probability), and 3 4 25' if lAn - E[lAa 131 +. 0 weakly in L2 (or weakly 
in L' equivalently) for any sequence {A,}:= with A ,  E %, n 2 1. Let 3 
denote the cr-field consisting of all A E M  such that l,* +. 1, in L' for 
some {A,}:=, with A ,  E%,  n 2 1 ,  and FL the cr-field generated by 
functions g E L2 such that 1, + g weakly in L2 for some {Ank}F=l such 
that Ank E xk. Then we have? 
Let F= {%}:= be a sequence of sub-cr-fields of M 
and 9 a sub-cr-field of M. The following conditions are equivalent: 
+. E[ f I 271 in L P  for every f E L P ;  
THEOREM A ([l]). 
(i) 
(ii) % 3 27 and % 9; 
(iii) = Fl .
If 1 I p < a, then E[  f I 
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We shall use only the equivalence between (i) and (ii) in what follows; 
an alternative proof of the equivalence will be given in Appendix. 
In this note, we shall investigate the convergence of conditional expecta- 
tions in more general Banach spaces X of measurable functions, including 
Orlicz space, Lorentz spaces, weighted LP-spaces, and so on. In particular, 
when X is rearrangement invariant, we shall show that (ii) of Theorem A 
implies that IIE[f I 9'51 - E [ f  I 9111x +. 0 for all f E X if and only if X 
has an absolutely continuous norm. For example, this is the case if X is 
the Orlicz space L@ with a Young function @ satisfying the A,-condition, 
or Lorentz space L P . 4  with 1 < p  < co and 1 I q < a. We shall consider 
also the convergence of conditional expectations in weighted LP-spaces in 
the last section. It will be proved that the condition A,, introduced in 
Izumisawa and Kazamaki [61, is essential. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let ( X ,  1 1  . [ I x )  be a Banach space (of equivalence classes) of measurable 
functions on R. (Throughout this note, we shall consider Banach spaces 
over the real-number field.) X is said to be a Banach finction space if it 
has the following properties: 
(i) L" - X 9 L'; 
(ii) if If1 I lgl as .  and g E X ,  then f E X and llfllx I Ilgllx; 
(iii) if 0 I f, t f a.s. and sup,llf,ll~ < to, then f E X and llfllx = " .I " 
SUP, Il f, II x. 
Property (iii) is called the Fatou property. In fact, (iii) gives the inequality 
for any sequence {f,} of measurable functions. For the general theory of 
Banach function spaces, we refer to Chap. 1 of [21. 
Let f be a measurable function on R. The decreasing rearrangement of 
f ,  denoted by f * ,  is the decreasing function on the unit interval I = [0,1] 
given by 
f * ( t )  =in f{h>O:  p ( l f l > h )  ~ t } ,  t E I .  
Then If1 and f *  have the same distribution. Let f and g be two 
measurable functions on R. We write f < g if 
f * ( s )  ds I [g*(s) ds, J;' t E I 
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A Banach function space X is said to be rearrangement invariant (r.i.) if 
X satisfies the condition: 
(iv) if g E X and f *  = g*, then f E X and llfllx = Ilgllx. 
Furthermore X is said to be universally rearrangement invariant (u.r.i.1 if X 
satisfies the condition: 
(v) if g E X and f 4 g ,  then f E X and llfllx I Ilgllx. 
If X is u.r.i., then it is r.i., and the converse is true when Cl contains no 
p-atom. Luxemburg [8] proved that X is u.r.i. if and only if there exists a 
r.i. function space 2 with the underlying measure space ( I ,  dt)  such that 
llfllx = Ilf*lls for every f E X .  (Note that the original definition of 
universal rearrangement invariance in [8] is different from ours, cf. [2, 
p. 901.) For instance, LP-spaces, Orlicz spaces, and Lorentz spaces are r.i. 
Now let X be an arbitrary Banach function space and f E X .  We say 
that f has an absolutely continuous norm in X ,  if A ,  E&, A ,  J,0 a.s. 
implies IlflAnllx J, 0. If every f E X has an absolutely continuous norm, we 
say that X itself has an absolutely continuous norm or that the norm of X 
is absolutely continuous. The following lemma will be used frequently in 
what follows. 
LEMMA 1. Let X be a Banach function space and suppose that f E X has 
an absolutely continuous norm. Then: 
(i) IfA, €&and p ( A J  + 0,  then IlflAallx + 0. 
(ii) If If,l I If1 a.s. andf, + gas . ,  then Ilf, - gllx + 0. 
For the proof, see [2, pp. 15-16]. 
Let X be an arbitrary Banach function space again. The associate space 
of X ,  denoted by X ’ ,  is given by 
Ilfllx, := sup{ /-Ifgl d p :  g E X ,  llgllx I 1 ; } 
X’  := { f E  L’: Ilfllxt < .}. 
The associate space is again a Banach function space. Every Banach 
function space X is isometrically isomorphic to its second associate space 
X”, cf. [2, p. 101. 
3. CONVERGENCE IN BANACH FUNCTION SPACES 
Let X and Y be two Banach function spaces and 9= a 
27 for some 27. sequence of sub-cT-fields of d such that 3 27 and z 
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In this section, we shall give a sufficient condition which assures the 
convergence of E[f 131 in Y for every f E X .  It is natural to assume that, 
for each n 2 1, E[f I E ]  E Y whenever f E X for our aim. If we assume 
this, E [ . IE]  must be a bounded linear operator on X into Y by the 
closed graph theorem, since X - L1. Thus we shall assume the bounded- 
ness of E[. I %]. Needless to say, this is the case if X = Y = L P ,  and more 
generally, if X = Y and X is rearrangement invariant: see Corollary 1. In 
general, however, not every conditional expectation operator is bounded 
on X even in the case X = Y. To see this, let R be the probability space 
I X I( = [0,1] X [0,1]) with Lebesgue measure p, 9 the a-field consisting 
of all sets of the form A X I ,  where A is Lebesgue measurable, and X a 
Banach function space with the norm given by 
where 0 < a < 1 is a constant. Choose cp E L ' ( I )  \ L 2 ( I )  and set f ( s ,  t )  = 
cp(~)l,~~,,.](s, t) .  Then we have f E X ,  while E [ f  IF] G X .  
Let B, and B, be Banach spaces. We denote by 2(B1,  B,) the Banach 
space consisting of all bounded linear operators on B, into B,. We also 
write 9 ( B l )  instead of 9 ( B l ,  Bl). 
THEOREM 1. Let X and Y be Banach function spaces and F = {%}:= , be 
a sequence of sub-a-fields of d. Assume that both Xand Y have an absolutely 
continuous norm. 
(a) IfE[.IE] E 2 ( X , Y ) f o r a l l n  2 1 a n d s u p , l l E [ ~ I ~ l 1 1 ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~  < a, 
then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) 3 5 2 7 a r z d 3  A27; 
(ii) E[f I El + E[f I 91 in probability for every f E L1; 
(iii) E[*I 91 E 2 ( X , Y )  and E[f I %] + E[f 191 in Y for every 
(b) I f E [ -  151 € 2 ( X ,  Y )  for all n 2 1 and { E [ f  I El} converges in Y 
for anyf E X ,  then sup,llE[- I % l l l - ~ ( ~ , ~ )  < 00 and one of (and hence all of) 
(i)-(iii) is true for some 9. 
Recall that, when {f,} is a uniformly integrable sequence of measurable 
functions, {f,} converges in probability if and only if it converges in L' (cf., 
e.g., [lo, p. 1161). Hence the equivalence between (i) and (ii) follows from 
Theorem A. 
Remark 1. We cannot remove the hypothesis sup,llE[* I % ] I ~ ~ ( X , Y )  < 
in (a) of Theorem 1. In other words, the condition E[-  I El E ~ ( X ,  Y ) ,  
f E x. 
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n 2 1 does not imply the boundedness of these conditional expectations in 
2(X, Y ) ,  even in the case where X = Y and 9 is increasing. To see this, 
let 0 be the probability space Z = [0,1] with Lebesgue measure dt. For 
each integer n 2 1, let % denote the a-field generated by the set 
A, = [0, +] u [ l  - i, 11 and the Lebesgue measurable subsets of fl \An. 
Then increases with n and therefore z +d and % Ad, where d 
denotes the a-field of Lebesgue measurable sets in fl. Let 1 4 p < 00 and 
define ( X ,  II . I I x )  by 
dt 
X =  { f ~  L1(O,d ,d t ) : l l f l l x  < m } .  
Clearly X is a Banach function space over (0, d, dt). An elementary 
calculation shows that E[.  1551 E ~ ( X ) ,  n 2 1, while sup,llE[- I % I I I ~ ( X )  
= 00, since llE[l[l-(l/,), '] I ~ l l l ~ / l l ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ , ~ ,  '] II x + 00 as n + 00. Further- 
more if we set 
( 1 / 2 p )  (1 - t ) -  , i f +  I ~ I  1, 
0, otherwise, 
f ( t )  = { 
then IIE[f 161 - fllx 2 IIE[f 1%11[0, l , n l l l ~  = p(2p - W' and hence 
IIE[f I%] - fllx f) 0. 
Proof of Theorem 1. (a) As mentioned above, Theorem A shows that (i) 
and (ii) are equivalent. Assume (iii). It is clear from the fact L" - X ,  Y 9 
L' that E[f I %I + E [ f  I FI in L' for every f E L". This remains valid for 
every f E L', since L" is dense in L' and 
IIE[fl%] -E[flF]IIi I 2IIf-gIIi + IIE[gl%] -E[gIF]IIi 
holds for any g E L"; thus (iii) * (ii). 
Now we prove (ii) = (iii). Suppose first that f E L". For the sake of 
simplicity, we write f, = E [ f  I 551 and f m  = E [ f  I 91. For given E > 0 and 
g E Y' with Ilgllu, I 1, we have 
As Y - L', it follows that 
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where c > 0 is a constant. The norm of l{,f,-fm,, E )  on the right-hand side 
tends to zero by (ii) and Lemma 1 0). Since E > 0 is arbitrary, we have 
IIE[f I % ]  - E[f I 9 ’ l I I Y  + 0, 
provided f E L”. 
subsequence {E[f I%,]};= 
from the Fatou property that 
Next let f~ X be arbitrary. From (ii) we see that there exists a 
which converges to E [ f  I g] a.s. It follows 
IIE[f I 9 ’ l I I Y  I IIE[ f I Kk] IIY I Cllfllx 
k + m  
where C = sup,llE[.I K]l19(x,Y), and hence that E[.lS] E ~ ( X , Y )  and 
llE[* I 3”lll9(x,~) I C. Note that L” is dense in X by Lemma 1. Let E > 0 
and choose g E L” so that Ilf - gllx < E ;  then we have 
IIE[ f I z] - E[ f I F]IIY 
5 IIE[(f-g) I%]IIu + IIE[g I % ]  - E[g I g]IIy 
+ IIE[(f - g )  I 91 IIY 
I2C.S + IIE[g 1x1 - E [ g  I 9 ’ l l l Y .  
Since E[g 1951 tends to E[g I 51 in Y ,  as proved above, and E > 0 is 
arbitrary, we obtain (iii). 
converges in Y for any f E X .  Then the Banach-Steinhaus theorem shows 
that sup,IIE[. I ~ I I I ~ ( X , Y ~  < a. Let T denote the operator given by 
(b) Suppose that E[.  I E ~ ( X ,  Y) for all n 2 1 and {E[f I %I}:= 
Tf = lim E[fl%] inY,  EX. 
We must prove that T is a conditional expectation operator. To this end, it 
suffices to show that T extends to an idempotent linear contraction on L’ 
(see [9, p. 141). A standard argument shows that T extends to a linear 
contraction on L’ and Tf = limn E[f I %I  in L’, since Y - L’ and X is 
dense in L’. Furthermore we have T(Tf) = Tf, because 
n + m  
IIE[fl%] -E[TfI%]IIi = IIE[E[fl%] - TfI%]IIi 
I IIE[flK] - Tflll + 0 ( n  + a). 
This completes the proof. I 
Suppose that X is universally rearrangement invariant (or 
rearrangement invariant if IR contains no p-atom) and X has an absolutely 
COROLLARY 1. 
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continuous norm. Then E[  f I 9'51 + E[  f I 91 in X for every f E X if and only 
if% % F u n d %  d9. 
In view of Theorem 1, it suffices to show that every conditional 
expectation operator is a linear contraction on X into itself. But this is an 
immediate consequence of Calder6n's work [4, Theorem 31, provided that 
IR contains no p-atom. 
Prooj 
A more lucid way is to use the following formula 
which is valid for every f E L'. For the proof, see, e.g., [2, p. 741. From (1) 
we see that if f E X ,  f =f l  + f 2 ,  f l  E L' and f E L", then 
holds for any sub-cr-field F o f  d. Taking the infimum of the right-hand 
side, we get E [ f  IF1 f ,  and therefore IIE[f I FIIIx I Ilfllx, since X is 
u.r.i. This completes the proof. I 
In Corollary 1 the hypothesis of absolute continuity of the norm of X is 
essential. In fact, Fetter [51 gave an example of a bounded martingale 
which does not converge in L". More generally we have: 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that 0 contains no p-atom. If X is a rearrange- 
ment invariant jimction space, the following conditions are equivalent: 
9, then E [ f  I %I + E [ f  I 91 in X f o r  every (i) if % 3 9 and % 
f E X ;  
(ii) X has absolutely continuous norm. 
Remark 2. As we shall see below, we can replace (i) by 
0') if 3 t 27, then E [ f  I 951 + E [ f  I 271 in X for every f E X .  
That is to say, when IR contains no atom, X has an absolutely continuous 
norm if and only if every uniformly integrable martingale (f,), , 5 m  such 
that fm E X  converges in X .  For example, if cp is an increasing concave 
function such that cp(0 + > 0, then the Lorentz space M(cp) (see [2, p. 
691) is a r.i. space which does not have an absolutely continuous norm. 
Hence there exists a uniformly integrable martingale (f,) which is not 
convergent in M(cp) and such that f m  E M(cp). 
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To prove Theorem 2, we shall use the following elementary lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that R contains no p-atom. If A ,  B E M  and 
p ( A )  = p ( B )  > 0,  then for eueiy measurable function f ,  there is another 
measurable function g such that 
p { w E A :  I f (w )  I > A }  = p { w E B : I g ( w ) l > A } ,  A > 0 .  (2)  
Prooj The assertion is easily proved by the fact that, if R contains no 
atom, then every right continuous decreasing function on I = [0,11 is the 
decreasing rearrangement of a function on R. For the proof, see [3, p. 441. 
Let A ,  B and f be as in the statement. By the fact mentioned above, 
there exits a measurable function g such that f; = gg, where f; and gg 
denote the decreasing rearrangement of f and g, with respect to the 
conditional probability measures p(* I A )  and p(* I B), respectively. In 
other words, If1 and lgl have the same distribution with respect to p(* I A )  
and p(. I B) ,  respectively. This implies (21, since p ( A )  = p(B).  
Corollary 1 shows that (ii) implies (i). To prove the 
converse, suppose that (ii) is false; that is, there is an f E X which is not of 
an absolutely continuous norm in X .  Then we can find a decreasing 
sequence {A,}:= , of sets in M such that A ,  1 0  a.s. and 
I 
Proof of Theorem 2. 
Ilfl,nllx 2 E (3) 
for every n 2 1 with some E > 0. We may assume that f 2 0 a.s., {f > 0)  
c A ,  and p ( A , )  I 1/2. As R contains no p-atom, there is a decreasing 
sequence {Bn}r= of sets in d such that A ,  n B, = 0 and p(A,)  = p(B,) 
for all n 2 1 (cf. [3, p. 441). Using Corollary 2, choose non-negative 
measurable functions g, so that 
P { w E A , \ A , + , : f ( w )  > A) 
= ~ { O E B , \ B , + ~ : ~ , ( ~ )  > A } ,  A > O  
Define the function g by g = C ~ = l g n l B , \ B , + ,  on 0. Then f and g have 
the same distribution: for each A > 0 
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Therefore we have g E X ,  since X is r.i. In the same way we see that f lA, 
and glBn have the same distribution, and hence that 
Let 6 denote the cr-field generated by A ,  u B, and the measurable 
subsets of 0 \ ( A ,  U B,); then A ,  u B, is a single p-atom for 6. Since 
A ,  U B, l 0  a x ,  % increases with n and M = VE=,%. It follows from 
the martingale convergence theorem and Theorem A that 6 and 
AM. Let h, =f  - g and h = (hn)15n5, denote the martingale in- 
duced by h,: h, = E[h, 1951, n 2 1. Since {f > 0} c A, ,  { g  > 0) c B, and 
A ,  n B, = 0, we have by (4) 
4. CONVERGENCE IN WEIGHTED LP-SPACES 
In this section, we shall consider the convergence in weighted LP-spaces. 
Let u and u be positive integrable functions on 0. For 1 ~p < 00, we 
denote by LP(u) (resp., LP(u)) the LP-space relative to the measure u d p  
(resp., u d p ) ;  that is, the norm of LP(u) is given by 
It follows from Holder's inequality that if 1 < p < a and u - ' / ( p - ' )  E L', 
then L" 9 LP(u) L', where L1 and L" are the spaces of integrable and 
essentially bounded functions with respect to p. Thus LP(u) is a Banach 
function space over (a,& p). As for p = 1, L1(u) is a Banach function 
space, provided u-l E L". 
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Let 9= {5$}:= , be a sequence of sub-a-fields of sd. For 1 < p < ~0 we 
say that the pair ( u ,  u )  satisfies A,  (with respect to 9) and write ( u ,  u )  E A,  
(or ( u ,  u )  E A,(F)) if 
where K > 0 is a constant. When p = 1, the pair is said to satisfy A ,  and 
written as ( u ,  u )  E A,( = A@)) if 
sup v- 'E[u IT] I K a s .  ( A , )  
n t l  
Condition A,  was introduced by Izumisawa and Kazamaki [6], in the case 
where u = u and 9= {E} is increasing in n,  for their study of the 
weighted Doob inequality. Their work was the trigger that brought the 
successive works on the weight theory for martingales, such as Uchiyama 
[12], Sekiguchi [ll],  Kazamaki and Kikuchi [7], and so on. We shall show 
that A,  is essential for the convergence of conditional expectations in the 
weighted LP-space. 
Let u and u be positive integrable functions satisfying 
u-['/(P-')] E L1, u-[ ' / (P-~) ]  E L' or u - ,  E L", u - ,  E L", according as 1 < 
p < 00 orp = 1. Suppose that F= , is a sequence of sub-a-fields of d 
such that 6 SZ? and 9$ 9 for some 9. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent : 
(i) i f f  E Lp(u), then E[ f I El, E[ f I 91 E L p ( u )  and E[ f I El + 
E[ f I Z?] in LP(u); 
(ii) ( u ,  v)  E A p ( 9 ) .  
THEOREM 3. 
In view of Theorem 1, (i) is true if and only if 
Therefore the above theorem immediately follows from the next lemma. 
If u and v are as in Theorem 3 and F i s  a sub-a-field of d, 
then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) E[.  I F ]  E P ( L P ( U ) ,  LP(u)) and the norm of E[.  I F ]  does not ex- 
ceed K; 
(ii) E[ u - [ ~ / ( P -  ')I I 91,- 'E[  u I F ]  I KP or u- 'E[u  I F ]  I K, accord- 
ingas 1 < p  < 
LEMMA 3. 
orp = 1. 
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Prooj Suppose that 1 < p < 00 and (i) is true; then 
E[E[flFIpu] I K P E [ f P u ]  (5) 
holds for every non-negative f. Setting f = u - [ ' / ( ~ -  ')llIU, &)n A in (5), 
where A E F a n d  E > 0, we get .[ E [  u -  [ ' / ( p -  ')I1 [ U > & )  I F ] % U  1 ~ 1 1 A ]  
= E [  E [  u-[ ' /(p-l)l l(U> &)n A IF] "4 
- < KPE[v-['/(P-1)11(,>&)..]. 
E [  u-[ l / (P-  '111 ( u >  &) IF] %[ u I F] I KPE[ u-[l/(p-Q]1 ( u >  E )  IF] 9 
As A ~ F i s  arbitrary, it follows that 
and hence that 
E [  u-[ l / (P-  '111 (0  > 8) I F ] p - l E [ u  IF] I KP. 
Letting E $0, we obtain E[U-[ ' /(P-~)I I F ] P -  'E[u IF] 5 KP, as desired. 
Next, suppose that p = 1 and (i) is true, that is, that 
E [ E [ f  I F l u l  5 E [ f u I  
holds for every non-negative f .  Setting f = u- l  lA( E L") for A ~ d ,  we 
have 
E [ u - ' E [ u  IF]l,] = E [ E [ u - ' l ,  I F ] u ]  IKE[I,], 
which implies that u-'E[u I F] I K. Thus we have proved that (i) implies 
(ii). Now assume that 1 < p  < 00 and (ii) is true. Then Holder's inequality 
gives that, for every f E LP(u) ,  
I E [ f l F ] I P E [ U  IF] 5 E [ l f l u ' / P u - l / p  I F I P E [ U  IF] 
I E [ l f l P u  I F ] E [ u - [ l / ( p - l ) l  I F ] P - ' E [ u  IF] 
I KPE[ l f l%  IF]. 
It follows that 
E[ IE[f lF] lPu]  = E[IE[f lF] lPE[u IF]] I KPE[If lPu] ,  
and therefore IIE[f I FIIIL~(u) I KllfllL~(U), which gives (9. 
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If p = 1 and u-'E[u IF] I K ,  then 
I E [ f l F ] l E [ u  IF] ~ E [ l f l v v - ' E [ u  IF] IF] ~ K E [ l f l v  IF]. 
This gives that IIE[f I F l l I ~ , l ( ~ ,  I KllfIIL1(U,. In any case, (ii) implies (i). The 
lemma is established. I 
APPENDIX 
We shall prove the equivalence between (i) and (ii) of Theorem A. 
Step 1. If % 9, each f, E La is % measurable and sup,ll f n l l m  < to, 
We may assume that supnII f n l l m  I 1. For each pair of integers n 2 1 and 
then f ,  - E [ f ,  I 91 + 0 weakly in L2. 
k 2 1, define the function f,, by 
Clearly each f n , k  is a simple %-measurable function and llf,,k -f,lla I 
l/k for all n 2 1. Since 3 4 27, we see that fn.k - E [ f n , k  1271 +. 0 
weakly in L2 as n +. to. For every g E L2 we have 
Letting n +. 00, we get 
for any k 2 1, and hence the assertion. 
Step 2. If % 
for every f E L". 
9 and 5$ 9, then E[ f I% ]  +. E [ f  I 91 weakly in L2 
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If f E L”, then {E[f I %I}:= is bounded in L2 and hence there exists a 
subsequence {E[f I 55kl} which converges weakly in L2. Let h be the weak 
limit of E [ f  I %,I. Then Step 1 shows that E [ f  I %,I - E[E[f I %,I I 91 
+. 0 weakly in L2. It then follows that for every A ~ d ,  
= lim E[1, I F ] E [ f l % , ] d p =  / E [ h I S ] d p  
k + m  L A 
and therefore h = E[h I 91 is 9-measurable. Now let B E 9 and choose a 
sequence {B,) so that B, E 3 for all IZ 2 1 and p ( B  A B,) +. 0. This is 
possible, since % 3 9. Then we have 
E[fl%,] +.E[fI9]weaklyin L2.  
Now we prove that E [ f  I Z] +. E [ f  I 91 weakly in L2; suppose conversely 
that this is false. Then there is a g E L2 and an E > 0 such that 
n + m  
Select a subsequence Inj} so that 
for all j .  Since 5 5 9 and %, 9, there exists a subsequence {mk}  of 
{nil such that EL! I Fm,I +. E[f I 91 weakly in L2 by what we have proved 
above. This contradicts the choice of {nj}, and the assertion of Step 2 is 
proved. 
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Step 3. If E [ f  I %I  +. E [ f  I 271 weakly in L2 for every f E L", then the 
convergence holds in L2. 
Let f E L". Since E [ f  I 951 +. E [ f  I SI and E [ E [ f  I g1 I El +. E[f  I 271 
weakly in L2, we have E [ E [ f  I 271 1951 - E [ f  I951 +. 0 weakly in L2. 
Hence we have 
IE[f I % I  - E [ f  I Slit 
= 0 9  E[fl%l - E[E[fl271 I%]) 
+(E[fl27],E[fl27] -E[fI%]) + 0, 
where ( * , * ) denotes the inner product of L2. 
+. E[g I271 in L P  for every g E LP, where 1 I p < m. 
lgkl I lgl and gk + g  in L p ,  we have 
Step 4. If E [ f  1951 + E [ f  I 271 in L2 for every f E L", then E[g I%] 
Suppose that 1 ~p I 2 and g E L p .  Choosing gk E L" so that 0 I 
IIE[gl%l -E[gIS'lIIp I 211g-gkllp+IIE[gk I % ]  -E[gk 1S'1112. 
Letting n +. and then k +. 00, we obtain the assertion in the case where 
1 ~p I 2. The extension to the case of 2 < p  < w is standard; see the 
proof of Theorem 1. 
Starting from Step 1, we have proved that (ii) of Theorem A implies (i). 
Now we prove the converse. 
Step 5. If E [ f  I 9'51 +. E [ f  I 271 in L' for every f E L', then % 5 27 
and % 9. 
Let A E S be arbitrary and set A ,  = {E[1, 1551 > 1/2}; then A ,  E % 
for each n 2 1. Since E[1, I 951 +. 1, in probability, we have 
p ( A , A A )  I p{IE[1, 1x1 - 1,1 2 1/2} +. 0 
as n + w, and therefore 3 3 S. 
Now suppose that A ,  E % for all n 2 1. If f E L2, then 
5 IIE[f 1951 - E [ f  I 27]111 + 0, 
which means that 95 $. 27. 
Thus the equivalence between (i) and (ii) of Theorem A is established. 
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